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  The head of the southern main channel or trough of Kasei Valles (Fig. a) is occupied by what may be the 
remnant of a glacier [1] or a frozen lake. What appears to be the downvalley extent of the possible lake remnant is 
located at 18.78 degrees north latitude and 285.81 degrees longitude at a narrow outlet of the valley. Material flow-
ing or slumping off of the wall near the narrow outlet appears to be reflected in the morphology of the possible lake 
remnant, suggesting viscous deformation. Most interesting are what appear to be icebergs or ice rafts frozen in place 
some 10 km east of the terminus where the remnant may once have extended its reach (Fig. b). Features of block-
like form, consistently about 1 km wide and some 2 km long appear stacked beyond a tongue-like form that projects 
through the narrow outlet. Two sides are sub-parallel while the others are more irregular. Crucially, it appears that 
the blocks broke away from the tongue-like projection and moved without significant deformation to the east.  

The blocks are characterized by a rough transverse texture which is different to the sand dunes that are common 
in the area in that they are not oriented to wind direction and are not as evenly spaced. The intact state of the blocks 
suggests floating rather than viscous deformation as the more likely means of transport. The possible icebergs are 
frozen in what could be a second remnant lake (labeled proglacial lake 1 in Fig. b) that shows similar texture to the 
first. Icebergs breaking off the tongue of Mertz Glacier and floating nearby may make a good analog (Fig. c). The 
icebergs of Mertz Glacier show similar longitudinal and semi-transverse textures, with sub-parallel and irregular 
sides. If the blocks were indeed once icebergs it would potentially mean that a lake once existed in that area, which 
is now frozen and ablated with icebergs preserved in place in this apparent second lake remnant.  

There is another location downvalley where the valley likewise narrows where similar blocks are in an associa-
tion with what appears to be a second narrow source outlet (Fig. a). Many examples of iceberg-like blocks are scat-
tered throughout what could be interpreted as a third remnant lake (proglacial lake 2 in Fig. b) downvalley from this 
second apparent source, with three possible remnant lakes being divided by the two narrow outlets. The third possi-
ble remnant lake extends all the way to the upvalley inner channel or tunnel valley [2]. Supporting the interpretation 
of remnant lakes are what resemble strandlines on what are debris fans or lobate viscous flows adjacent to the nar-
row outlet and the potential remnant lakes, which are not to be mistaken for rock layering in the valley walls.  

Besides icebergs, another possibility might be that the blocks are ice rafts. Sea ice and ice rafts can be up to 5 
meters thick, but can have crests up to 20 meters high, and breakups of ice packs can produce large rafts. But these 
will tend to yield irregular rafts that continue breakup more easily than icebergs. If the blocks in Fig. b are ice rafts, 
surface ice would have had to form in the narrow outlet and then were pushed out into the lake, perhaps by flow of 
water, to produce the ice rafts. However, breakup of the ice might be expected upon release, perhaps making ice 
rafts a less likely possibility. The blocks also appear to retain their form over some distance, suggesting a resistance 
to breakup that implies some greater thickness than typical of ice rafts.  

We also have to consider the effects that considerable ablation has had on the surface expression and the thick-
ness of ice that has been ablated. Ice rafts perhaps up to 10 meters thick could be ablated completely away, yet could 
still have some latent surface expression on the deeper lake ice as a result of differential ablation. However, the 
transverse texture of the blocks could represent deeper running crevasses or other strain-related phenomena of glaci-
ers. Conversely, if the blocks are icebergs we might expect to see see more tumbled icebergs. This could mean that 
the possible icebergs are relatively thin, perhaps 10’s of meters to 100’s of meters thick, so that they are slab-shaped 
in form and naturally float flat like ice rafts, yet are thick enough to resist breakup. Ultimately, it is the means by 
which the blocks form that may decide whether they are glacial (icebergs) or lacustrine (ice rafts). 

Frozen lakes might be thought of as a "lake glaciers", if you will. At times, the possible frozen remnant lakes 
may have floated icebergs or ice rafts, but at others times they would have frozen completely and acted like stagnant 
glaciers. If a lake expanded 9% by freezing this could potentially drive flow through or over topographic or ice bar-
riers (or the narrow outlets), producing icebergs of their own. Though displaced water may escape to offset this ex-
pansion, some water could be trapped within or on top of the freezing lake. Perhaps water in the narrow outlet froze 
solid into a glacier-like tongue and was forced out by the expanding ice behind. Otherwise, with additional mantling, 
frozen lake remnants could simply underlie flow, a process which may have happened during the ice ages of Mars. 
So, the iceberg-like blocks or slabs (Fig. b) may have been generated by ice expansion, or perhaps the lake remnants 
advanced enough to generate icebergs through normal atmospheric accumulation. Terminology that may apply to 
these three possible remnant lakes may include proglacial lakes, ice-damned lakes, and paternoster lakes.  
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The formation of a series of lakes in a valley due to dips in topography is consistent with glacial erosion and 
supports a glacial interpretation of the formation of Kasei Valles. The sources of the water and ice maybe related to 
an ice age that perhaps resulted the formation of Kasei Valles by glacial erosion [3] and regions of more northern 
latitudes [4]. Consistent with formation during ice ages, relatively younger craters on the possible lake remnants are 
relatively unfilled, whereas the generally older surrounding craters are partially filled and terrain appears muted in 
places as if by mantle remnants. I present further research on these subjects at ResearchGate.  
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Figures: a: Context image showing interpreted features discussed in text. Themis. b: Narrow outlet 1 showing 
tongue and blocks resembling icebergs frozen in place in proglacial lake. T = tongue and B = block. CTX B05 
011596 1992 XI 19N073W. c: Mertz Glacier, Antarctica. T = tongue and I = iceberg. 
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